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Free Essay: Introduction The development of a human rights policy in the EU has been a long and often undocumented
journey. The sectoral approach of the.

It is decided unanimously that the accession would have some beneficial impact to the protection of human
rights. European Parliament resolution on the Revised Hungarian Constitution. The EU has faced problems
reconciling foreign trade and the promotion of HR abroad. Until the end of the Cold War, democracy was a
sufficient guarantee of respect for HR in states acceding to the Community, but there was no system in place
to deal with HR abuses within member states. The great significant of the Charter was revealed in the joined
cases of Volker and Eifert, where a turning point in the case law of the court was indicated. Analysing the
draft paper, some technical issues appear. Introduction The European Union is a fortress of commerce,
development, groundbreaking environmental initiatives, proactive human rights champions, and embodies the
new era of integration efforts in the post-modern world. Under Maastricht, political conditionality became
mandatory in all formal agreements between the EU and outside countries, allowing agreements to be
suspended if a violation of HR was believed to have occurred. The Community has done little to move away
from a dictatorial, colonial relationship with these countries, although it has used legal discourse to combat the
criticism of neo-colonialism Williams  These problems are particularly evident in relations with ASEAN and
China, where member states are eager to improve trade relations. They demonstrated that populism and racism
were not acceptable, and HR was placed above non-intervention and democratic legitimacy. He implied that in
such cases, the co-respondent could only join the proceedings at the request of the original respondent.
Marguery, T. In relation to the accession to the ECHR, some issues occur regarding the co-respondent
mechanism and the prior involvement of the ECJ as well as some minor technical inadequacies. Human Rights
Watch, Amnesty International and various other organisations have raised concerns over the discriminatory
potential of the new constitution, with Amnesty calling for the EU to take action to ensure Hungary complies
with European HR standards  Europe is the recipient of global admiration as a prime destination for travelers
who seek luxury, elegance, varying cultural experiences, and immersed in ancient history. In the case of MSS,
Belgium acted in a zone, where EU law should be applied, but where the state could have acted differently and
still not violated the EU law. It will also analyse the role of the European Union EU in protecting human rights
and the rule of law. Despite this apparent success, the boycott on Austria was poorly thought out
diplomatically, as there was no exit strategy or clear aim for what they hoped to achieve. Depending on the
number of students failing the exam, the re-sit may take the form of a written or oral exam. Aside from this,
the EU has allowed HR violations to be overlooked in preference of economic and trade interests, and has
acted with delay and ineptitude in cases of gross violations, such as in Rwanda. The EU HR policy has been
criticised as lacking a recognisable institutional program with coherent aims and objectives Alston and Weiler 
Submission procedures Not applicable Areas to be tested within the exam Knowledge of ECHR protection
mechanisms, knowledge and understanding of cases and procedures discussed and ability to critically assess
evolutions and new cases. Furthermore, the Community constantly stresses the universality and indivisibility
of HR in its external policy discourse, which will become questionable if it acts as though these universal
principles do not apply internally Williams  However, accurate examination reveals that these are just
inconsequential issues to which the answers will be easily found by the EU. Case of Matthews indicated that
EU protection of fundamental rights is not equivalent to that of the Convention. There is a noticeable lack of
scrutiny and enforcement internally in the EU as well as in its definition of HR. Relations between the state
and an intergovernmental have been fairly long and drawn out as Turkey had tried to join the European Union.
There are significantly fewer measures and controls in place to ensure good HR practice within the EU
Williams  Matthews v. Thus, it was decided to seek for clarification in the case of Advocaten voor de Wereld,
where the ECJ made it possible for a citizen to bring a claim against an act, which is not directly implemented.
Groves,  Ireland no. Since the Lisbon Treaty entered into force, two radical changes have been made in
relation to fundamental rights. This essay will be written from two perspectives: at what level the protection of
fundamental rights in the EU stands at the moment and what problems lie under the changes provided by the
Lisbon Treaty. The Joint Statement on European Community development policy underlined HR as an
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integral part of development cooperation Crawford  As they have jumped through hoops to become a member
of Europe certain human rights and democratic rule issues came up that stalled the progress on integration into
the Union. Another issue is the UK-Poland Protocol. It has been accused of applying its policies to states
inconsistently, and there are many developing states with which the EU is not involved Williams  Opinion of
A. Before overcoming this obstacle it is advised to acquire basic knowledge on the founding treaties and those
currently in force.


